Recent explosive growth of the amount of accessible multimedia information requires far more intelligent access to multimedia data. Multimedia analysis and mining play a key role to address this problem. For instance, multimedia analysis enables semantic access to multimedia information at any description level and for any applications or needs, even though the original multimedia data may not have any prior semantic annotation. Multimedia mining helps to provide highlevel semantic and structural information to expose key information within a large-scale multimedia database. However, the development of such technologies is often severely limited due to the famous "Semantic Gap" in multimedia content analysis. This is well-known as a supremely difficult issue that is very hard to overcome.
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On the other hand, researchers in this field now have access to far more computational resources thanks to recent developments in GPU use, multi-core technologies or the availability of cloud computing, as well as far more data resources thanks to the explosive growth of available multimedia data especially via Web. Several research projects have already begun to take advantage of these points independently.
Based on the objective, we organized shonan meeting on "The Future of Multimedia Analysis and Mining," from 3 to 6, November, 2012. In this meeting, we aim to discuss recent research trends and their impact on multimedia research. Then we consolidate key research challenges and explore promising new research directions, hopefully toward "Bridging the semantic gap." Following the meeting, we organized the special issue on "The Future of Multimedia Analysis and Mining" in the Progress in Informatics.
Important topics include the following:
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• Large scale issues (advances and benchmarking)
• Content mining, search and retrieval • "Deep understanding" vs "Multimedia filtering"
• Social networks, collaborative tagging • Profiling and recommendation
• Content vs context
The special issue is composed on 4 exciting papers, namely, "Crowdsourcing Change" by Prof. Hari Sundaram, "Report on the Analyses and the Applications of a Large-Scale News Video Archive: NII TV-RECS" by Prof. Ichiro Ide, "Scalable Approaches for Content based Video Retrieval" by Dr. Thanh Duc Ngo, and "Large-Scale Cross-Media Analysis and Mining from Socially Curated Contents" by Dr. Akisato Kimura. We really appreciate the authors who contributed marvelous articles to the special issue.
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